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Microphone supplement

MICROPHONE ROUND-UP
Resolution’s essential briefing on the latest microphones

Neumann 
U67
The re-issue of this classic caught the recording 
community’s attention. The tag-line on the ‘60s era 
advert for the original U67 claimed it as the ‘Sound of 
Tomorrow’ — the U67 was designed to accommodate 
the increasingly close miking approaches employed, 
together with the SPL handling required. 

The U67 was the first microphone equipped with 
the famous K67 capsule, which has since become 
associated with “the Neumann sound”. The U67’s 
tube circuit features a clever pre-emphasis/de-
emphasis scheme to minimise tube hiss.

Sonically, the re-issue is identical to the U67 made 
from 1960–1971. It uses the same capsule and 
electronic design. Key parts, such as the BV12 output 
transformer, have been meticulously reproduced 
according to original documentation. Its EF86 tubes 
have been carefully selected in a dedicated 

measurement facility for optimal characteristics and lowest noise. A 
combination of modern safety requirements and the fact that newer 
tubes have a higher current draw has meant some re-engineering of the 

power supply. But it’s still a linear supply, and so close to the 
original that it will happily power vintage U67s using 

the original connecting cable.
The U67 comes in a hand-made vintage-style 

case. Besides the microphone, it includes an 
elastic suspension, a microphone cable and the 
NU67 V power supply. In his review of the 
re-issue (Resolution V17.4), Jon Thornton 
concluded: “Lovely, smooth sounding vocal 
microphone; as faithful a reproduction of a 
classic as is possible, and reasonably quiet for a 
tube microphone.”

polar pattern: cardioid, omni, figure-of-eight
type: condenser
price: £5,300 inc
www.neumann.com

DPA 
6000 series
Listening to direct feedback from 
users in the theatre, film and 
television industries, DPA 
Microphones introduced its smallest ever mic capsule in both lavalier and 
headset versions. This capsule is one of the tiniest sub-miniatures, and 
with CORE by DPA technology (Resolution V17.1) inside, it benefits from 
dynamic range increased by 14dB at 1% THD (with reference to the 
previous 4000 generation of DPA miniatures).

The d:screet CORE 6060 and 6061 Sub-miniature lavaliers and the 
d:fine CORE 6066 Sub-miniature Headset Microphone (review, Resolution 
V17.6) are just three millimetres in diameter — two millimetres smaller 
than DPA’s existing 4000 Series of mics. 

In addition to the new capsule, the 6066 also benefits from a 
completely redesigned lightweight, one-size-fits-all headset that attaches 
over the ears for maximum comfort. The headset is easily re-configured 
for either left or right side on-head mounting. Three-point ear grips, with 

spring mechanisms, help grip below the ears and to 
the side of the head for added security. With a fully 
adjustable boom that includes an anti-rotate 

mechanism, the new headset is very easy to fit. 
A new 90° cable management system 

safeguards the cable and directs it 
down the wearer’s back, where it 
can’t be seen. 

Like all CORE by DPA microphones, these new sub-miniatures 
are IP58 certified. This durability is achieved through a number 

of defence mechanisms including water-repellent nano-coatings, dual gold 
plating of the diaphragm and hermetic sealing of the amplifier.

polar pattern: omni
type: condenser
price: £456 inc
www.dpamicrophones.com

Schoeps 
CMIT Double M/S Set 
The Schoeps CMIT Double M/S 
Set is a complete set for double 
Mid/Side surround recordings. It 
includes various components 
including the CMIT 5 U Shotgun 
Microphone, the CCM 8LG Figure-8 
Compact Microphone, the CCM 
4Lg Cardioid Compact Microphone, 
elastic suspension with 2 lyres, the WSR 
DMS CMIT LU Basket-Type Windscreen 
Including Windjammer, and all the cables, 
clamps and breakout adapters required. This set 
employs a Schoeps CMIT 5 U shotgun 
microphone for the front Mid channel in place of 
the usual cardioid. The two other microphones 
(CCM 8 Lg figure-8 for the Side channel and CCM 
4 Lg cardioid for the rear-facing Mid channel) are 
secured to the CMIT 5 U by means of 2 KMSC 
double brackets.

‘Double M/S’ is an improved version of the 
well-known Mid/Side stereo recording technique. In addition to a front-
facing cardioid or supercardioid Mid microphone and a figure-8 Side 
microphone, a rear-facing directional microphone is set up. The front and 
rear-facing microphones share the signal of the figure-8 microphone so 
as to form two complete, back-to-back M/S systems. One M/S system 
then provides the three front channels (the centre channel signal being 
provided directly by the mid microphone of the front system), while the 
other system provides the two surround channels.

polar pattern: Surround M/S(cardioid & figure-of-eight capsules)
type: condenser
price: €7,219 inc
www. schoeps.de



Sontronics 
Mercury
Designed by Sontronics’ founder Trevor Coley, 
and developed alongside top artists and 
producers as well as with the input of 
engineers at Abbey Road Studios, the 
Mercury is hand-built at the Sontronics HQ in 
the UK. The circuit design is a Sontronics 
original, using a 12AT7/ECC81 tube, with a 
huge amount of headroom in the circuitry. The 
components have tolerances of 1% — one of 
the no-compromise design decisions which 
make this microphone the flagship of 
Sontronics’ range. 

In Resolution V16.5, reviewer George 
Shilling described recording a cello: “Using the Mercury, I enjoyed the 
more restrained low end, especially when blending multiple takes. It 
seems to let music flow like a cool mountain stream, collecting the tiniest 
details. There is something special going on that makes the signal crystal 
clear, yet musical and enjoyable.” Shilling also appreciated the Mercury’s 
continuously variable polar pattern: “…it is wonderful to be able to 
fine-tune with the knob. In many situations, a slightly wide cardioid 
pattern just opens up the sound nicely, reducing the proximity effect a 
touch.” Summing up, he described the Mercury as a “beautiful sounding 
microphone, with its own distinctly hi-fi character.”

polar pattern: sweepable from omni to figure-of-eight.
type: condenser
price: £1,355 inc
www.sontronics.com

Mojave 
MA-1000
Drawing inspiration from some of yesterday’s most 
revered microphones, Technical Grammy award-winning 
microphone designer David Royer created a thoroughly 
‘modern’ tube microphone that features an original, NOS 
(new old-stock) 5840 tube, 251-style capsule, and 
custom designed transformer built by Coast Magnetics. 
The microphone is supplied in a substantial Peli-type 
case with foam cut outs. Also included is a super-sized 
version of the patented Sling Shock suspension mount, 
which uses a system of damped springs and (non-
elasticated) nylon cables instead of the usual rubberised 
parts and elastic cords.

Reviewed in Resolution V15.5, Jon Thornton said: “It 
has its own sound, albeit a sound that draws on some of 
the best characteristics of the ELAM 251 and other 
classic designs. You could easily A-B it against 
contemporary and vintage microphones costing many 
times more and expect it to come out at least equal, and 
the icing on the cake is that tune-ability with the variable 
pattern. It can do all these things because it’s completely 
honest about what it does and why — great design, 
attention to detail, careful choice of components and a desire to learn 
from and be influenced by the classics, not simply to copy them.”

polar pattern: cardioid and omni
type: condenser
price: £2,195 inc
www.mojaveaudio.com

Open your window and let the sound in, from the most delicate flutter to the wildest roar. 
The m103’s acclaimed mic preamp captures every last bit of nuance, while its EQ and opto 
compressor offer beautiful, musical tonal and dynamic control. This is an input chain you can trust.

MAKE BEAUTIFUL RECORDINGS

www.gracedesign.com
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AS YOU WISH PRODIGY.MC MODULAR AUDIO CONVERTER 

MULTIPLE FORMATS

NETWORKED AUDIO

FLEXIBLE I/OS

www.directout.eu

Warm Audio 
WA-47
Founded in 2011 by Bryce 
Young, Warm Audio’s tag-line 
(Serious Gear, Seriously 
Affordable) explains much 
about the product mix and 
design philosophy. The capsule 
of this U47-inspired microphone 
is a custom Australian-
manufactured design, based on 
the centre terminated, dual 
diaphragm, shared back-plate 
K47. This capsule feeds a 
tube-based electronics stage 
with transformer coupled 
output, and the whole thing is 
packaged in a solid body that 
closely mirrors the size, look and 
feel of the original tube U47. 
Unlike the original, polar pattern selection is via 
the external supply, and nine patterns (omni, 
figure-eight and cardioid with six intermediate 
steps) are available.

“The WA-47 sounds immediately pleasing,” 
said our microphone reviewer Jon Thornton in 
Resolution V17.D, “Rich and full in the low end 
— even at a 20cm distance you hear a gentle 
proximity lift. There’s plenty of resolution in the 
mid-range, with a slightly larger than life quality, 
but never gritty or harsh. And it doesn’t sound 
overly dark either — in fact there’s more than a 
hint of breathiness in the high end. Bags of 
character and a tonality that will put a smile on 
your face.”

polar pattern: cardioid, omni, figure-of-eight 
and six mixed patterns
type: condenser
price: £780 inc
www.warmaudio.com

Audio-Technica 
AT5047
In common with the rest of 
the 50 Series, the AT5047 is 
hand-assembled and crafted 
from aluminium and brass, 
with an advanced internal 
shockmount that decouples 
the capsule from the 
microphone body. 

Based on the distinctive 
four rectangular diaphragm 
design of the AT5040, the 
AT5047 features a 
transformer-coupled output 
(the AT5040 is 
transformerless) that delivers 
a noticeably smooth sonic character and 
ensures high SPL handling without the risk of 
overloading mic preamps or console inputs. 
Whilst the technical challenges involved here 
were numerous, the thinking behind the 
approach was straightforward. In increasing the 
overall surface area of the capsule, 
improvements in signal to noise and dynamic 
range are there for the taking. But in keeping 
the individual diaphragms smaller, this doesn’t 
come at the expense of transient response.

“Extremely quiet; impressive dynamic range, 
makes a good match to a wide range of 
vocalists and styles; characterful without 
sounding hyped and a better match to some 
mic pre-amps than the 504,” was our summary 
when we reviewed this flagship microphone in 
Resolution V16.7.

polar pattern: nominally a 
cardioid (rectangular diaphragms)
type: condenser
price: €3,490 inc
www.audiotechnica.com

Josephson 
C725
The Josephson C725 
uses a hybrid of tube 
and solid state 
technology, with the 
dual-diaphragm capsule 
used in the C700 and 
C716 microphones. A 
separate high voltage 
regulated power supply 
has five switchable 
directional patterns and 
a ‘Sun/Moon’ mode 
selector to provide a 
choice of either full, or 
reduced, tube character. 
In the C725 the voltage 
gain section uses a 
low-noise FET, while the 
remainder of the cascode circuit uses an 
EF86-family vacuum tube. This provides the 
low noise of the FET along with the dynamic 
characteristics of the tube. The output is 
provided through a custom nickel-core 
transformer, which also has a second output 
winding for negative feedback control used by 
the Sun/Moon control circuit.

“In all my testing, not once was I thinking 
about how the C725 sounded in comparison 
with something vintage,” said Jon Thornton. “I 
was simply thinking about how it sounds, period. 
Which is very, very impressive indeed! That 
divide between tradition and innovation is very 
firmly bridged — this could be a modern classic.”

polar pattern: omni, sub-cardioid, cardioid, 
hyper-cardioid and figure-of-eight
type: condenser
price: £8,874 inc
www.josephson.com
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RØDE 
SoundField by 
RØDE NT-SF1
The first product for the 
‘SoundField By RØDE’ family is 
a marriage of SoundField’s 
renowned ambisonic recording 
technology, and RØDE’s 
commitment to audio excellence 
“accessible by all creators”, as 
evidenced by the NT-SF1’s 
ground-breaking price point.

Featuring four of RØDE’s 
all-new, ultra-quiet half-inch 
TF45C capsules in tetrahedral 
array, the NT-SF1 produces four 
channel A-format recordings 
which can be transformed and 
manipulated in B-Format, 
courtesy of the SoundZone 2 
plug-in. Created in-house at 
their Sydney HQ, RØDE say the 
TF45C is machined to 
tolerances of less than 1 micron 
in their fabrication facilities. The 
result is a capsule with “breath-taking clarity, 
sonic purity and exceptionally low noise.” 

The NT-SF1 is matched to the SoundField 
plug-in ambisonic processor. The SoundField 
by RØDE plugin has been designed to offer the 
most accurate ‘spatialisation’ and sound 
reproduction when used with the NT-SF1, with a 
friendly interface compatible with all major 
digital audio workstations. The NTS-SF1 is 
reviewed on page 21 of this issue.

polar pattern: cardioid (ambisonic)
type: condenser
price: £969 inc
www.rode.com

AEA 
KU5A
The newly-
announced 
super cardioid 
KU5A breaks 
new ground in 
ribbon 
technology, 
with an acutely 
focused directionality that rejects bleed from 
other instruments, room reflections, and loud 
ambience in the studio and on stage. The KU5A 
is the latest in AEA’s line of active, live-ready 
ribbon mics that includes the near-field N22 
and far-field N8.

AEA have possibly taken inspiration from the 
form factor of the venerable RCA BK-5: this 
end-address vintage microphone was originally 
released in the mid-1950s, and RCA famously 
touted it as possessing “gun blast resistance”! 
The AEA KU5A features a supercardioid 
pattern, chosen for its great off-axis response, 
and AEA emphasise that this pattern, paired 
with the microphone’s body style, will minimise 
room tone and bleed — whether in a studio or 
live setting. 

The KU5A “delivers the low-end heft and 
pronounced midrange one expects of AEA 
ribbons with moderate, manageable proximity 
effect”. There’s an integrated high-pass filter to 
roll off low end in close range recording 
applications. Interior components are the most 
protected of any in the AEA line-up, and the 
KU5A is equipped with active electronics, 
making it a good fit for any preamp. 

polar pattern: figure-of-eight
type: ribbon
price: £958 inc (available for pre-order)
www.aearibbonmics.com

Royer 
R10
Royer Labs is well known 
for making world-class 
ribbon microphones, with 
pricing to match. The R-10 
is Royer’s first lower-priced 
ribbon microphone, but 
Royer says no corners were 
cut with the R-10. The R-10 
is recommended for electric 
guitars, brass, drums and all 
acoustic instruments.

Like all Royer mics, the 
R-10 is hand-built in Royer’s 
Burbank, California facility. 
It features the same 
patented direct-corrugated 
ribbon element found in 
Royer’s R-121, and has a 
David Royer custom-
designed transformer that 

gives great headroom. The R-10 has an 
internally shock-mounted ribbon transducer to 
help protect against vibrations and shocks to 
the ribbon. It has a 3-layer wind screen system 
that greatly reduces potential for stretched 
ribbons from wind. The wind screen system 
also cuts down on bass build-up when close-
miking electric guitars and other instruments.

Royer say the design allows the microphone 
to handle SPLs of 160dB at 1kHz, and maintain 
full sonic integrity at extreme levels. The offset 
ribbon also makes the back-side pickup of the 
microphone slightly brighter, which is useful for 
vocals and acoustic instruments. The R-10 ships 
in an aluminium carrying case and includes an 
adjustable swivel mount and a protective 
windshield. The R-10 is also available in 
matched stereo pairs.

polar pattern: figure-of-eight
type: ribbon
price: £470 inc
www.royerlabs.com
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Microtech Gefell 
‘3D Audio’
The new, 3D microphone 
and mounting system for 
live recording from 
Microtech Gefell was 
designed “for high-end 
3D audio recording in the 
field of live events and 
ambient sound 
recording”, as well as a recording solution for 
performance venues such as churches (e.g. an 
installation at St. Peter’s Church Leipzig).

Microtech Gefell uses nine proven 
measurement microphones in the 3D 
arrangement, including the new M 102, 
equipped with a 1 inch MK 102 large diaphragm 
capsule to reduce inherent noise, in 
combination with the MV 225 module system 
and the A63 adapter. The 1 inch capsule MK 102 
is very carefully constructed to ensure excellent 
stability of electro-acoustical parameters. All 
essential components, including the diaphragm 
are made of nickel, and the diaphragm is 
bonded by a special galvanic process.

polar pattern: surround system
type: condenser
price: not supplied
www.microtechgefell.de

Lewitt 
LCT 540 S
The Lewitt LCT 540 
‘Subzero’ suffix refers to 
Lewitt’s claim that its 
acoustical self-noise sits 
below 0dB SPL across 
most of the audible 
frequency spectrum. To 
accurately measure their 
microphone, Lewitt had 
to build “a unique 
measurement device that is more than ten 
times more massive than conventional ones, 
weighing over 4500 kg”.

The LCT 540 S was first and foremost 
designed to be an outstanding vocal 
microphone, achieved by integrating well-
known producers and audio engineers in the 
design process. It features four low-cut and 
pre-attenuation settings and a cardioid pattern. 
There is a clipping indicator and ‘clip  history’ 
feature. Included are a shock mount, magnetic 
pop filter, windscreen, and a sturdy transport 
case. 

polar pattern: cardioid
type: condenser
price: £630
www.lewitt-audio.com

Schertler 
DYN-UNI-P48
Schertler’s new DYN-
UNI-P48 is a fully 
balanced, active, 
dynamic contact 
microphone with Class A 
electronics. Specially 
designed for professional applications, it 
replaces Schertler’s previously available A-DYN 
model as the new flagship universal contact 
microphone. The DYN-UNI-P48 features 
in-house developed active filtering technology 
and a modified frequency response to 
guarantee a linear result. The DYN-UNI-P48 is 
supplied with Schertler’s own customised cable 
that has an extended length. The cable is torsion 
resistant, designed to withstand the rigours of 
daily use while delivering best possible 
performance results. A balanced XLR connector 
enables direct connection to a microphone 
input on a mixing console. The DYN-
UNI-P48 can be easily and safely applied to 
even the most valuable of instruments using 
special adhesive putty.

polar pattern: contact
type: dynamic
price: €435
www. schertler.com



The C725 provides classic studio microphone 
performance using a hybrid of vacuum tube and solid 
state technology, and the advanced dual-diaphragm 
capsule used in our C700 and C716 microphones. A 

separate high voltage regulated power supply is 
provided, with five switchable directional patterns and
 a unique “sun/moon” selector switch to provide you  a unique “sun/moon” selector switch to provide you 
with control over “tube character” and dynamic range.

For UK sales: sales@studiocare.com
For Benelux & France sales: info@joystick.be

JOSEPHSON 
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Not getting the 
newsletter?
Don’t panic!

Sign up at www.resolutionmag.com/newsletter  
for the all-new, fortnightly Resolution email 

newsletter, featuring exclusive Resolution features 
and content, news and competitions, and more!

Shure 
KSM313 
Ribbon microphones can 
traditionally suffer from 
durability problems due to 
the inherent delicacy of foil 
ribbons. The KSM313 Dual 
Voice Ribbon Microphone 
challenges this trend thanks 
to the use of Shure’s unique 
durable Roswellite ribbon 
material, replacing traditional 
foil ribbons for superior 
resilience at extreme SPLs. 
The KSM313 is dual-voiced, 
offering a different 
frequency response on each 
side to suit user preference. 
The front side is warm and 
full (perfect for amplifiers), 
while the rear side is a little brighter (great for 
adding sparkle to vocals).

polar pattern: figure-of-eight
type: ribbon
price: £1,199
www.shure.co.uk

Bock Audio 
iFet7
The IFET has two different 
sets of amplifier electronics 
sharing a K47-type capsule 
and large core output 
transformer. These two 
modes of the Bock iFet 
offer two distinctly 
different sounds in one mic: 
the ideal FET mic for kick 
drums and a classic FET 
vocal mic for a wide variety 
of voices. The “I” mode 
employs a high-SPL Class A 
discrete electronic package with 
improved HF and LF extension. The “V” 
mode (Vocal) is a Class A adaption of a km84 
circuit, offering a simpler single path (one FET), 
and a warmer more intimate vocal sound. This 
amp has 4dB more sensitivity for lower SPL 
sources such as vocals.

polar pattern: cardioid
type: condenser
price: £1974 inc
www.bockaudio.com

Sanken 
CU-51
The ability of the CU-51 to 
withstand extremely high SPLs 
ensures clean, distortion-free 
response when recording 
instruments with wide dynamics, 
Sanken say. According to the 
Japanese manufacturers, it also 
has a very low proximity effect.

The CU-51’s specially designed 
double capsule has one 
diaphragm that is optimised for 
low frequencies, while the other 
one captures the higher 
frequencies. A unique capsule 
mounting arrangement 
guarantees phase coherency between the two 
capsules which are also designed to maintain 
uniform response in both on-axis and off-axis 
positions, and Sanken say the mic is particularly 
suited to vocals.

polar pattern: cardioid
type: condenser
price: $2090
www.sankenchromatic.com


